Energy autonomy is key to the next generation portable and wearable systems for several applications. Among these, the electronic-skin or e-skin is currently a matter of intensive investigations due to its wider applicability in areas, ranging from robotics to digital health, fashion and internet of things (IoT). The high density of multiple types of electronic components (e.g. sensors, actuators, electronics, etc.) required in e-skin, and the need to power them without adding heavy batteries, have fuelled the development of compact flexible energy systems to realize self-powered or energy-autonomous e-skin. The compact and wearable energy systems consisting of energy harvesters, energy storage devices, low-power electronics and efficient/wireless power transfer-based technologies, are expected to revolutionize the market for wearable systems and in particular for e-skin. This paper reviews the development in the field of self-powered e-skin, particularly focussing on the available energy-harvesting technologies, high capacity energy storage devices, and high efficiency power transmission systems. The paper highlights the key challenges, critical design strategies, and most promising materials for the development of an energy-autonomous e-skin for robotics, prosthetics and wearable systems. This paper will complement other reviews on e-skin, which have focussed on the type of sensors and electronics components.
INTRODUCTION
An electronic-skin or e-skin is an artificial smart skin consisting of multiple sensors distributed either along the same surface (Fig. 1a) or stacked as shown in Fig. 1b . With various sensors spread over a large area, mimicking some of the features of human skin, the eskin could bestow robots and prostheses with sense of touch. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Moreover, the e-skin can also act as a 'second skin' in humans, 6 i.e. sticking onto the body surface, with sensors augmenting the natural sensory capacity by measuring various body parameters (e.g. blood pressure, body temperature, heartbeat, etc.) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] or ambient parameters (e.g. gases, chemical, materials, radiation, etc.). [14] [15] [16] The e-skin also require integration of large number of sensing/electronic components on flexible and conformal surfaces, 11, 17 as evident from the growing trend of high density of sensors in medical patches, 9, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] active-matrix for touch screens 25 and tactile sensitive artificial skins for robots/prosthesis. 1, 8 This also leads to a higher demand of energy, requiring energy harvesting/storage devices with high energy densities and capacities. In addition, the development of high-performance energy transfer technologies is also needed, comprising new strategies to deliver energy, e.g. wireless protocols. A self-powered e-skin, also called here as energy-autonomous e-skin, can harvest sufficient energy from the ambient to power all its sensors and electronic components, and storing the excess of energy for future use. In this scenario, e-skin could have continuous and stable operation, even during short absence of energy sources. In this sense, the energy autonomy of e-skin will also improve the acceptance of flexible and wearable systems using this technology.
Currently, the energy requirements of e-skin are met with bulky batteries or energy harvesters (Fig. 1c ) that do not always produce sufficient energy, and also affect the portability and overall wearability of the e-skin. The batteries offer a limited life span and short charging/discharging cyclic stability and durability, risky overheating effects, and are often heavy. 26 Because of the need, and currently the lack of suitable solutions, significant efforts have been devoted during the last decades to develop alternative solutions such as light-weight e-skin ( Fig. 1d ) with wearable energy harvesters (e.g. photovoltaics, thermo-electricity, piezo-electricity and triboelectricity 1, 27 ) and energy storage devices (e.g. flexible batteries (Fig. 1e ) 28, 29 and supercapacitors 30 ). Considering the key role of energy, this paper focuses on the e-skin requirements and potential solutions with integrated energy harvesting/storing technologies. Among all potential energy sources, light, thermal and mechanical energies, have demonstrated excellent performance for powering eskin due to abundance in the environments where the e-skin could be used. In addition, the chemical energy from various human body fluids (e.g. tears, saliva, sweat, etc.) and biofuels are attracting interest as promising energy sources for powering e-skin in wearables. [31] [32] [33] [34] The progresses in the field of energy-harvesting technologies include the fabrication of energy harvesters on rigid as well as nonconventional flexible/stretchable substrates, e.g. stretchable PV cells, 35 light thermocouple energy generators, 36 or flexible triboelectric energy nanogenerators. 37 In this regard, the future of e-skin is sometimes subjected to the success of energy harvesters and storage technologies developed on flexible/stretchable substrates. The performance of some of the above technologies is still far from the requirements for fully autonomous e-skin, i.e. an e-skin that can work continuous for 24 h with high stability and reliability. Low power conversion efficiency of technology developed on flexible substrates and discontinued energy supply are the two main drawbacks observed in energy harvesters based on light, mechanical and thermal energies. Although there are already some examples of continuous powering of e-skin, 38 the latest progress reported on multi-sensing e-skin 7, 39 and the reduction of the sensors and electronics size, 16, [40] [41] [42] have drastically increased the energy requirements for this technology. Therefore, current challenges on energyautonomous e-skin are not focused only on the discovery of new sources of energy (e.g. chemical and electrochemical energy 43 ) and high-efficient energy-harvesting mechanisms (e.g. triboelectrics [44] [45] [46] [47] ), but also on the integration of different energy harvesting and storage technologies, resulting in a portable power pack. 38, 48 Prior to the discussion about the potential strategies to harvest, store and deliver energy to e-skin, it is important to mention the power requirements of this technology so that suitable energy could be explored. A large number of sensors and electronic components, made from different materials (e.g. graphene (Fig.  1d) ), 1 piezoelectric polymers such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) (Fig. 1f-h) ), 49, 50 or transparent conductive oxides such as indium tin oxide (ITO) (Fig. 1i ) 8 ) are needed for various sensors in large-area e-skin for robots. 49, 51 The power requirement multiplies with the increasing number of sensing and associated electronic components. For example, the flexible printed circuit boards based e-skin, developed through ROBOSKIN research project ( Fig.  1f) , 52 to cover the body of a humanoid robot 'iCub' has about 1000 capacitive touch sensors, 53 requiring about 7.5 W to power the eskin. This calculation considers the macroscopic sensing modules only. In reality the power consumption will be much higher if we reduce the size of sensors down to the micro-or even nano-scale, to mimic the touch sensitivity of human body (where an estimated 4.5 × 10 4 mechanoreceptors are present in about 1.5 m 2 area 8 ) with increased the number of touch sensors. This number of sensors will be further going up if we also consider thermosensors, and chemical-sensors, etc. Likewise, the Hex-O-Skin made with off-the-self components requires 4.5 W. 51 For continuous operation of e-skin, the energy requirements can be highparticularly when robots are battery powered. In this regard, new materials such as graphene (Fig. 1d ) 1 or ITO (Fig. 1i ) 8 have demonstrated great potential as they require much lower power (~20 nW/cm 2 for graphene 1 and~100 μW/cm 2 for ITO 8 ). With these conditions, the power consumption of graphene-based eskin to cover the 1.5 m 2 surface of a robot body will be of 3.9 μW, which is about six order of magnitude less than the off-the-shelf Fig. 2 Energy-autonomous electronic skin: potential energy sources. The schematic diagram of self-powered e-skin, comprising: (i) energy harvesting (light, mechanical, chemical and thermal energy), (ii) energy storage (batteries and supercapacitors) and (iii) examples of self-powered e-skin solutions. Energy harvesting: the illustration compiles the best performance energy harvesters and their corresponding energy outcome (i.e. power density) depending on the energy source (light, 66, 73, 81 mechanical, 98, 103 chemical 32, 33 and thermal energy components based on large-area tactile skins discussed above. This significantly low energy needed by latest e-skin makes it feasible to use ambient energy sources such as light, mechanical or thermal energies as potential sources to power e-skin (Fig. 2) . Figure 2 summarizes the state-of-the art energy harvesting and storage technologies successfully utilized in e-skin-like systems such as graphene-based tactile skin powered by sunlight, 1 a pulse oximeter powered by thermal energy from human body, 54 healthcare e-patch powered by human finger vibrations 55 and multi-sensing e-skin on fabrics powered by human arm actions. 56 The best reported performances (e.g. power density and capacity) are also shown in Fig. 2 . The energy harvesting, and storage solutions presented in Fig. 2 show their suitability for a wide range of e-skin applications.
This paper is organized as follows: The following section presents the advances in the energy harvesting with particular focus on the solutions relevant to e-skin. This is followed by a discussion in the section 'Towards continuous energy supply: technologies for energy storage and wireless charging' on the energy storage and transmission technologies, including wireless energy transfer. Few examples of self-powered e-skin systems are presented in the section 'Self-powered e-skin'. The key challenges and potential solutions, critical design strategies, and most promising materials for the development of energy-autonomous e-skin have been discussed in the section 'Key challenges and potential solutions for future self-powered e-skin'. Finally, the conclusion and future outlook are given in the 'Discussion' section. With several reviews on e-skin 50, 57, 58 focussing on the sensing and electronics components only, in this paper, the discussion about the energy autonomy in e-skin will complement and strengthen the existing literature.
SOURCES OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY
In this section, we have compiled the most promising energy sources available in the ambient for self-powering of e-skin and other similar technologies presented in the section 'Self-powered e-skin'. The fundamental mechanism behind each type energyharvesting method, their approximate energy budget, i.e. power conversion efficiency (PCE) and power density (PD), etc. are thoroughly discussed. Since several applications require e-skin to be flexible or to conform to 3D surfaces, the discussion here considers the energy-harvesting solutions with features such as bendability, conformability, wearability, stretchability, and compatibility to low-temperature fabrication procedures.
Light energy Among all, solar energy is one of the most abundant renewable energies available from the environment. The solar energy that is provided to the earth surface during 1 h exceeds by far the energy consumed globally by humans in 1 year. 59 This is the main reason to consider light energy as a potential source for self-powered systems. A solar-powered e-skin integrated on the body of a robot would allow the robot to execute tasks in wide ranging environments, either on the Earth or in space, thanks to the great amount of energy supplied by the sun.
Photovoltaic (PV) materials that are typically used to transform sunlight energy into electricity are based on semiconductor solidstate thin films made of crystalline Si (c-Si), amorphous-Si (a-Si), polycrystalline-Si (poly-Si) and monocrystalline Si (mc-Si). 59 Flexible PV cells, which could meet the conformability requirements of e-skin, have also been fabricated successfully using a-Si (PCE~8%), 60 and enormous effort is being put to fabricate the new generation of low-cost PV cells with higher PCE, lightweight, and using print technology. These technologies mainly include dye-sensitized PV cells and the PV cells based on organic materials, quantum dots and perovskites. 28, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] The lightweight, conformability, compatibility to low-temperature processing and to textile/fabrics like substrates of PV cells, mechanical strength, low-cost fabrication process, and biocompatibility (e.g. for e-skin applications on humans or animals) are also crucial properties for the use of PVs as energy source in portable and wearable selfpowered e-skin. 61 For the sake of comparison, the PCE (obtained using an A.M. 1.5 solar illumination with 100 mW/cm 2 intensity) of various PV technologies discussed here is given in the corresponding subsections.
Semiconductor solid-state PV cells. Historically, crystalline silicon (c-Si) PV cells have dominated the PV market, occupying a share of about 93% in 2016. 59 This is mainly because of the existing manufacturing industry available for this material, its earthabundance and high-performance PV effect in the sunlight electromagnetic range. However, it is believed that the potential increase of the PCE and PD and the reduction of the manufacturing cost of Si PV cells are getting saturated over the time. 59 Si and GaAs have shown the highest PCE (>25%) in single-junction configuration, above other semiconductor materials such as InP, GaInP, CdTe, CIGS, CIGS, CIS, Perovskite, CZTSSe and CZTS, which typically exhibit PCE below 25%. 27 Accordingly, Si and III-V PVs industry is evolving beyond the conventional single-junction-based PV cells, constrained by Shockley-Queisser limits to values below 30%, with new approaches such as multi-junction (MJ), intermediate band, and multiple-exciton generation (MEG) quantum-confined based PV cells which can potentially exceed those limits. Among all, GaInP/GaAs MJ-based PV cells have shown the highest PCE of 46% and exhibited PD up to 345 W/m 2 ( Table 1) . 66 In spite of the excellent performance demonstrated by these PV cells, their implantation on e-skin applications is not straightforward yet because of their poor mechanical properties, non-compatibility to low-temperature fabrication procedures, toxicity of some of the constituents, and complex fabrication. Although further investigations are still needed, some preliminary works reported in the literature demonstrate features such as portability, lightweight and flexibility in semiconductor solid-state-based PVs. 67 However, their performance is poorer than their rigid counterparts. The best flexible PV cells fabricated so far, based on III-V materials (in MJ configuration), exhibit a PCE up to 27.6% and a PD of 276 W/m 2 .
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These are promising results to power micro-/nano-electronics (see the section 'Self-powered e-skin'), for example, in a human inspired e-skin for humanoid (effective area: 1.45 m 2 ) or prosthetic hand (effective area: 0.019 m 2 ), 8 where generation of an estimated power of 400 and 5.24 W, respectively, is possible with flexible III-V MJ PV cells. Moreover, the fabrication process of this GaAs-based PV cell comprises the growth of high-quality thin films on reusable GaAs substrates and their transfer to a flexible substrate through epitaxial lift-off (ELO) process 68 which allows the reutilization of the growth substrate multiple times. This reduces the total fabrication cost of flexible PV cells, while overcoming the PCE issue typically associated with other low-cost PV technologies such as a-Si, CdTe or CIGS. Among them, amorphous semiconductor thin films-based PVs have attracted greater attention due to the low fabrication cost and possibility of direct deposition on flexible substrate at reduced temperatures. The mass-production of amorphous semiconductorbased flexible PVs over large areas through roll-to-roll process, makes this technology promising for powering e-skin. However, the integration of these materials on stretchable substrates has not been demonstrated so far.
Dye-sensitized PV cells. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) use a combination of interpenetrating networks based on mesoscopic and wide bandgap semiconductor materials as photo-electrodes with dye-sensitizer electrolytes as light absorbing material electrolytes. 69 DSSCs mainly differ from conventional semiconductor solid-state PV cells in terms of operation which separates the function of light absorption and the carrier charge transportation. This feature can be C. García Núñez et al.
advantageous for e-skin as in in the case of unstable conditions such as substrate subjected to light or extreme deformations (e.g. bending or stretching of a e-skin during the motion of a robot/ human) the separation of PV mechanisms could prevent undesirable charge recombination (loss of PCE).
The TiO 2 nanoparticles (NPs) are typically used as photo-anode in DSSCs mainly due to properties such as: (i) anatase crystalline structure for an optimized bandgap; (ii) small particle size to shorten the charge diffusion path; (iii) reduced grain boundaries to limit current resistivity; (iv) significant porosity to enhance integration and interaction between the photon absorbers and the charge-collecting anode. 69 However, a number of alternative hole-transport material (HTM) such as redox mediators and electrolytes have also been investigated, including: (i) I − /I 3− in solid polymer, gel, ionic liquid, or plastic crystal systems; (ii) solid inorganic materials; (iii) Co II /Co III and SeCN − /(SeCN) 3− redox couples; (iv) and hole-conducting organic polymers and small organic molecules. 70 One of the key features that is critical for eskin applications and still need to be investigated is the packaging of DSSCs technology. Potential hazardous/unstable environments and the extreme deformation of the e-skin could cause undesired leak of the electrolytes used in DSSCs. For these reasons, the improvement of the packaging would allow DSSCs to be a safe technology to power e-skin.
The DSSC based on TiO 2 NPs have the advantage of easy and low-cost fabrication. However, the random distribution of NPs in these DSSCs could increase the disorder in the resulting structure, contribute negatively to trap the charge at the grain boundaries, and therefore, could dramatically compromise the PCE (4.56%) and the output PD (46 W/m 2 ). 71 This random distribution of NPs can be further fostered by the deformation of the DSSCs during normal operation. For example, during bending of DSSCs powered flexible e-skin the distribution of NPs can change and as a result the PCE can be unstable.
Modest gains have been made recently through the development of photosensitizers and electrolytes to enhance the conversion efficiency of DSSCs. For example, the DSSCs based on iodine electrolyte exhibit record values of PCE 11.5% and PD up to 115 W/m 2 . 72 The combination of a donor-π-bridge-acceptor Zn porphyrin dye and a tris(bipyridyl)cobalt-(II/III)-based redox electrolyte has been shown to improve the PCE slightly to 11.9% and a PD of around 118 W/m 2 . 73 These achievements are promising for powering micro-and nano-devices integrated in an e-skin. However, due to aforementioned drawbacks, including potential leakage of the electrolyte and the poor stability of the PV cell performance under deformations, make this technology to be far from its implantation in e-skin applications.
Towards the development of flexible DSSCs, metal oxide nanostructures such as ZnO nanowires (NWs) have been demonstrated to improve the resulting structural order of the photoanode (PCE = 6.6%; PD = 66 W/m 2 ). 74 Metal oxide NWs with optical fibres or planar waveguides, 75 have been shown to exhibit PCE of 3.3% and PD up to 33 W/m 2 . The availability of flexible DSSCs is useful for self-powered e-skin, thanks to the new synthesis procedures which is compatible with flexible substrates and drastically reduces the fabrication cost due to the use of earth-abundant materials. For example, well-aligned TiO 2 nanorods arrays grown by low-temperature sputtering technique on flexible substrates have been shown to have PCE of 5.3% and PD up to 53 W/m 2 . 76 Alternatively, the progress made in the solutionbased methods to synthesize metal oxide nanostructures such as ZnO NWs at low temperatures (100°C), makes possible the direct growth of these nanostructures on plastic substrates. 77 This has permitted the development of flexible DSSCs at a very low cost and showing stability and without observing cracks of the PV structure under extreme bending conditions (e.g. DSSC cell showing stable performance under 1000 cycles using a 5 mm bending radius 77 ).
Organic PV cells. As a result of the growing need to reduce the manufacturing cost of PV cells, organic materials, such as conductive polymers, have emerged as promising candidates. An essential property of these polymers is the possibility to change their electrical conductivity by conventional doping processes, allowing to create polymers with both donor and acceptor behaviours (i.e. amphoteric properties), 78 and therefore to fabricate a single p-n junction-based PV cell. Organic PVs (OPVs) are mainly based on four different structures, including single-layer, bi-layer heterojunction, bulk heterojunction and diffuse-layer heterojunction. 63 The lowest performance obtained by OPVs is shown by single-layer and bi-layer heterojunction, which present a poor PCE below 1% and maximum PD of 6.7 W/ m 2 . 79 On the other hand, bulk heterojunction OPV cells exhibit a better performance, showing higher PCE up to 5-8%, and PD of 49.9 W/m 2 . 80 The recent advances in the non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs), have further improved PCE to around 13.2% (133 W/m 2 ) 81 which is closer to the theoretical threshold (15%) estimated for OPV based on fullerene acceptors. Although the efficiency of the OPVs fabricated on rigid substrates is lower than other technologies, the organic materials are inherently flexible, and this property makes them highly compatible with flexible non-conventional substrates (plastics, fabrics, …). Further they are lightweight and can be realized at low cost of fabrication. These are strong reasons to consider OPV to power e-skin.
State-of-art flexible OPVs have successfully demonstrated PCE of 2.5% (and PD of 26 W/m 2 ) for conjugated polymer/methanofullerene blend. 82 Moreover, comparing the power per mass unit (W/g) of well-stablished PV technologies such as a-Si (0.2 W/g), poly-Si (0.3 W/g), c-Si (0.4 W/g), III-V (0.4 W/g) and CIGS (3 W/g), to ultra-thin OPVs, the latter shows a significant improvement of around two orders of magnitudes (10 W/g). 61 The latter has shown promising performance for the development of energyautonomous e-skin, due to the high PCE above 4%, huge flexibility due to the reduced thickness of 450 nm of the PV structure (2 μm being the substrate thickness), and the reduction of the fabrication cost, replacing ITO by PEDOT:PSS as electrode. In spite of the reduced thickness, this OPV shows an unprecedented mechanical resilience, exhibiting a high device stability under quasi-linear compression to below 70% of their original area, and stability under cyclic compression and stretching to 50%, over more than 20 full cycles. Under these conditions, the OPV presented marginal loss in device performance and no visible defect formation beyond the external contact points. These mechanical properties and compatibility of the materials with human body, make this technology one of the most promising for powering e-skin either for robots or as wearable systems for humans.
In addition to the growing PCE of OPVs and their excellent mechanical properties, the semi-transparency of OPVs, 83 rarely observed in other PV technologies such as Perovskite and semiconductor solid-state PVs, 84 has opened a new lines of investigation in smart windows and screens, and therefore, it will be promising for new applications of e-skin such as smart windows.
Quantum-dot PV cells. Quantum-dots sensitized solar cells (QDSSCs) have emerged rapidly in the field of PVs mainly due to their unique optoelectronic properties which can be accurately tailored by either varying QDs dimensions or doping processes. 85 Their design which is similar to DSSCs, includes deposition of narrow bandgap semiconductor nanocrystals such as CdSe or CdS, typically on mesoscopic TiO 2 films. Although the photocurrent achieved from QDSSCs is comparable to that of DSSCs, the observed PCE remains low because of the low open circuit and low fill factor. In contrast to DSSCs, the use of I 3-/I --based electrolyte is unsuitable for QDSSCs as it induces corrosion at the working electrode. 86 However, this is not a disadvantage from the point of view of the self-powered e-skin, as the absence of electrolyte make this technology suitable for e-skin in comparison with DSSCs.
The well-established QDs can have spatially confined charge due to potential barriers and as a result delocalization of the quantum states can take place. This could lead to a multipleexciton generation (MEG), i.e. each absorbed photon generates multiple electrons, which results in gains above 1 and thus boosts the PCE beyond the above-mentioned Shockley-Queisser limit for Si PV cells. For this reason, QDs based of different materials have attracted a lot of attention during the last years for energyharvesting technology.
QDSSCs based on semiconductor nanomaterials (e.g. CdSe tetrapods) and low bandgap organic polymers (e.g. PCPDTBT) have been combined to obtained PCE of 3 88 Despite of their poor performance with respect to other state-of-art PV cells, the low weight due to the utilization of NPs, combined with lowtemperature processing on non-conventional substrates such as cloth and paper, 88 the QDSSC are excellent for self-powered eskin.
Perovskite PV cells. Organic and inorganic metal perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have emerged as the promising candidates for solarenergy harvesting with excellent PCE and PD. 35, 65 The excellent PSCs, combined with features such as flexibility and lightweight, PSCs offer great alternative to current flexible PVs (based on Si, III-V, organic materials, etc.) for e-skin applications. As with Si PV technology, the high-temperature procedures conventionally utilized during the manufacturing of PSCs is a major stumbling block in the integration PSCs on flexible substrates. The crystalline quality of perovskite thin films is required for the improved performance and for this reason significant efforts have been put to overcome the temperature bottleneck. These include the transfer of perovskite layers of metal oxide, fullerene derivative and organic materials from growth substrate to foreign flexible substrate. [89] [90] [91] [92] Flexible and small-area PSCs have demonstrated PCE above 16.09%, however, also showing clear cracking of the perovskite layer under bending conditions. 93 Further advances are needed to ensure the mechanical stability and flexural endurance of PSCs towards large-area flexible PVs. In this regard, a promising strategy is to fill the perovskite structure with polymers, preserving the crystallinity of the film, and increasing the reliability of the resulting PSCs over several bending cycles and high bending radii. 65 This approach has shown flexible PSCs with PCE up to 12.32% and PD of 123 W/m 2 . Recently, PSCs have demonstrated record values of 23 W/g, with a stabilized PCE of 12%, 35 overcoming performance of photovoltaic technology previously reported in the literature. These PSCs based on chromium oxide-chromium interlayer, which effectively protects the metal top contacts from reactions with the perovskite, have demonstrated great stability for several days under ambient conditions. In addition, the optimized utilization of a transparent polymer electrode treated with dimethylsulphoxide as the bottom layer permitted the deposition from solution at low temperature of pinhole-free perovskite films at high yield on arbitrary substrates, e.g. thin plastic foils with a thickness below 3 μm. Compared to other energy-generating technologies, such as electric generators (0.3-8.4 W/g) and heat engines/heat pumps (0.03-10 W/g for a jet engine, excluding fuel), this PSC technology has a tremendous potential to power wearable and portable devices such as e-skin.
While the good performance of flexible PSCs could provide energy surplus for e-skin, improved structural stability under deformations make them one of the most promising PV alternatives for self-powered e-skin applications.
Mechanical energy There are a number of ambient mechanical sources of energy (kinetic and potential energies, e.g. in vibrating systems) which can be used to harvest energy to power micro-/nano-devices distributed in the e-skin. Mechanical vibrations available in the ambient have wide range of frequencies, from few Hz (human steps, human heartbeat rate, and sea water waves) to several kHz (mechanical engines), and can produce energy in a wide range of few hundreds μWcm −3 to mWcm −3 . 94 Mechanical energy is helpful to ensure the continuous operation of self-powered systems in circumstances where other energy sources (sunlight, thermal, etc.) are not available. An example of vibration as the source of mechanical energy, in the application unrelated to eskin, can be found in roads and pedestrian paths where cars and humans steps have been used to produce energy. 95 Energy ranging between 50 and 500 μW can be developed in this way. 95 In this regard, there is an intensive research on developing largearea multi-functional mats capable to harvest mechanical energy, e.g. when a car stops in a cross road, allowing also to charge wirelessly its batteries. 96 Another example of a promising ongoing investigation has recently demonstrated a prototype of large-area electronic carpet capable to harvest energy from human steps. 97 These technologies are relevant for e-skin, as mechanical energy could be harvested by robots or human movements to power the distributed electric components. However, such solutions are often bulky and against the current focus on the micro-and nano-generators to generate energies in the range of nW.
Electromagnetic energy. Using the fundamental principle of electromagnetic induction is another way for obtaining electrical energy to power e-skin. For example, a small size (around 0.24 m 3 ) electromagnetic energy generator, consisting of a magnetic core mounted on the tip of a planar steel beam, 98 could generate up to 0.53 mW (~0.21 mW/cm 3 ) from vibration having amplitudes and frequencies of 25 μm and 322 Hz, respectively. An alternative architecture successfully used, comprises of a micro-machined generator with a permanent magnet mounted on a laser-micromachined spring structure next to a PCB coil. 99 This device, occupying a volume of around 1 cm 3 , generates 10 μW of power (~0.01 mW/cm 3 ) using a V DC of 2 V and an input excitation frequency of 64 Hz and amplitude of 100 μm. Significant advances in the micro-/nano-fabrication technology have permitted to achieve better configurations and to reduce the working voltage of the state-of-art electromagnetic-based generators. For example, a micro-generator (~0.1 cm 3 ) consisting of four magnets integrated on an etched cantilever with a wound coil located within the moving magnetic field has been shown to exhibit output powers of 46 µW (0.46 mW/cm 3 ) using a V AC of 0.48 V and an input excitation frequency of 64 Hz. 100 The design of such energy harvesters with reduced dimension will improve their integrability along the structure of an e-skin. The local energy harvesting is a key feature that will benefit the performance of an e-skin. However, the weight of this technology is one of the main drawbacks for e-skin. The extremely low dimensions of microgenerators, and more interestingly, the power density generated from excitations in typical ranges of frequencies observed in daily human/robot activities (i.e. walking, eating, driving, etc.), justify them as potential candidates to power an e-skin particularly for implantable devices. Nevertheless, in comparison with other technologies discussed in this paper, the electromagnetic-based generators will need further investigations.
Piezoelectrics. Piezoelectricity is based on the electrical energy generation from the deformation of a material. The absence of central symmetry in the crystal structure of a material and the existence of a piezoelectrical potential (or piezopotential) allow the generation of electricity from material deformations. 101 This property has been used to develop passive touch sensors (i.e. sensors requiring no external power for detection of signals) in eskin or in a smartphone screen, where the supply of energy switches on when the sensor is pressed. 102 Prelaminar piezoelectric energy generator consisted of a thick film piezoelectric material deposited atop a thin steel beam. 99 The bending of the beam produces a deformation of the piezoelectric material, generating an amount of energy up to 3 μW under beam oscillations of 90 Hz. From this pioneer prototype, orders of magnitude improvements have been demonstrated by changing the piezoelectric material. Recently advanced materials and structures, comprising nanostructures and two-dimensional (2D) materials have been explored. 103 Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) has been the most used piezoelectric material for mechanical energy harvesting, showing output power densities up to 416 μW/cm 3 at resonance frequencies of 183.8 Hz. 104 However, the lead content of PZT makes them unusable for several applications. Further, their brittle property can dramatically affect the reliability, durability and safety of this material for long-term operations. A promising alternative for PZT is presented by earth-abundant elements such as metal oxide nanostructures such as ZnO NWs. 103 The biocompatibility, lightweight of NWs, easy fabrication and high performance as result of the crystalline structure of ZnO, make them attractive alternative for e-skin applications. Theoretical calculations with clamped-free ZnO NWs (with 50 nm of diameter and 600 nm of length), show it is possible to generate about 0.6 V piezopotential along the NW cross-section when external force is applied at the free end of the NW. 105 This piezopotential is enough to drive metal−semiconductor Schottky diode. In the configuration where NWs are doubly clamped between two electrodes on a flexible substrate, the piezopotential is generated along the c-axis of the NW (straining direction), resulting in values in the range of hundreds of volts. 106 The electron screening effect, sometimes observed at the positive side of the NW during the crystal lattice distortion, shows that the intentional/unintentional n-doping of ZnO NWs could hinder the piezopotential. 107 Nonetheless, a reduction of carrier density in ZnO through engineering approaches have made ZnO NWs a promising nanomaterial for self-powered systems. 103 Strain-induced charge generated by a single piezoelectric ZnO NW, in clamped-free configuration, has been demonstrated by contacting the tip of atomic force microscope (AFM) on the top of NW vertically aligned on the substrate surface. 101 These results exhibit energy discharges of around 0.05 fJ from a single NW, and output powers of 0.5 pW at resonance frequencies of 10 MHz. Considering a NW density of 20 NWs/μm 2 , the power density by multiple ZnO NWs vertically aligned on a substrate under similar conditions could be about 10 nanostructures based on sensors. 108, 109 Similar experiments have been carried out on different kind of semiconductor NWs, including ZnO (output voltagẽ 8 mV), 101 CdS (output voltage~6 mV), 109 InN (output voltagẽ 1 V) 110 and GaN (output voltage~0.35 V). 111, 112 These works demonstrate sufficient generation of energy required to power nano-and micro-devices with power consumption in the range of μW-mW. 1 The piezoelectric effect in NWs makes them have higher sensitivity to low-amplitude mechanical vibrations (~Hz), however the rectifying, poor contact and the high internal resistance hinder the performance of the NW-based piezoelectric generator and could lower the output down to 2.5 nW/cm 2 . 112 This drawback has been recently addressed through different strategies, involving the resonance of single and multi-NW structures. For example, a remarkable improvement (output up to 0.11 μW/cm 2 and a voltage of 62 mV) is observed by paring the metal coated ZnOnanotip top electrodes with the active ZnO NWs array in a multilayer stack configuration. 113 Such a stacked configuration is well-aligned with 3D e-skin applications, with various layers in the stack having different functionalities (Fig. 2) . Another approach involves Pt-coated serrated-electrodes as a resonance body to induce a periodic mechanical vibration of vertical-aligned ZnO NWs, 112 and shows output up to 10 μW/cm 2 (10 fW per NW), and output power volume density per NW ranging between 1 and 4 W/cm 3 . These values are around 2-3 orders of magnitudes higher than the output from commercial vibrational microgenrators. 27 The output of these piezoelectric generators can be further improved (e.g. to~2.7 mW/cm 3 and voltage around 0.243 V) by using doubly clamped configuration, i.e. clamping both sides of the NW (Fig. 3a-c) to transform the output characteristic of the resulting generator from DC to alternatingcurrent (AC) and thus showing a significant increase of the generated power. 103 Thus, the output characteristic of aforementioned ZnO NWs-based piezoelectric generators overcome those issues with conventional PZT for self-powered sensors (Fig. 3d,  e) , 114 and this make them a promising candidate for the future. The integration of top-down micro-fabrication procedures together with bottom-up synthesis of semiconductor piezoelectric NWs has demonstrated a remarkable advance with respect to Fig. 3 Piezoelectric energy generators. a 3D schema of a single NW-based piezoelectric nanogenerator fabricated on a flexible substrate and subjected to b stretching and c compression conditions. d 3D schema presenting the working principle of a self-powered touch nano-sensors powered by a piezoelectric nanogenerator a-c. Reprinted with permission from Bai et al. 114 Copyright © 2012 Elsevier Ltd. f Energy harvesting from a (top) rat running and (bottom) an oscillating human index finger using a single nanowire-based nanogenerator, namely SWG, including the I-V characteristics. Reprinted with permission from Yang et al. 55 Copyright © 2009, American Chemical Society. g 2D schema, h optical micrograph and i SEM image of a nanogenerator based on fibre-NW heterostructure. j 1 -j 3 2D schema of piezoelectric generation working principle. Reprinted with permission from Qin et al. 119 Copyright © 2008, Springer Nature. k, l SEM images of ZnO film coating carbon fiber. m, n 3D Schema of a fiber-based nanogenerator. o Schema and pictures of air pressure driven nanogenerator when it is placed inside a syringe. Reprinted with permission from Li et al. 120 Copyright © 2010, John Wiley and Sons above approaches. For example, flexible piezoelectric generators fabricated by scalable sweeping-printing have shown power density up to 11 mW/cm 3 and output voltages of around 2.3 V and the generated energy successfully used to power a lightemitting diode (LED). 115 ZnO NWs with a tapered structure (e.g. conical shape, embedded in a polymeric rubber, and sandwiched by two metallic electrodes) can be macroscopic piezoelectric generators (~7000 NWs/mm 2 ), with output voltage and power of 2 V and 118 nW, respectively, and capable to power continuously a small crystal liquid display. 116 Another approach, also based on AC piezoelectric generators, consists of cyclic stretching/releasing of a single piezoelectric fine wire (PFW) integrated on a flexible substrate. 117 The periodic bending/stretching of the PFW shows record output voltages and energy conversion efficiencies of 50 mV and 6.8%, respectively. The viability of this kind of energyharvesting devices for low frequencies (0.56 Hz) operation, has been demonstrated for biomechanical energy-harvesting devices for both in vitro and in vivo studies (Fig. 3f) . 55, 118 In this scenario, the mechanical energy produced by a NW-based nanogenerator attached to either the body of a rat (Fig. 3f, top) or the surface of a human index finger (Fig. 3f, bottom) , is demonstrated to be in the range of mV for low-frequency oscillations.
ZnO NWs have also been deposited directly on textile-based carbon fibres-as schematically described in Fig. 3g , experimental probed by optical microscopy ( Fig. 3h) and SEM (Fig. 3i) -and used to harvest energy from low-frequency mechanical vibrations/ frictions (<10 Hz). 119 The fundamental working principle of this particular configuration is explained in Fig. 3j 1 -j 3 . These microfibres results in output powers ranging between 20 and 80 mW/ m 2 , which is attractive for wearable systems as they could harvest energy from expansions/compression by movements in human body such as heartbeat pulses and exhaling actions. 120 In this regard, a relevant example is the carbon fibres coated with ZnO films-based piezoelectric micro-generators (Fig. 3k-n) which create energy from a flux of air pressing their surface (Fig. 3o) and can be used to monitor human health (heartbeat pulses, blood pressure, etc.).
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Triboelectrics. Two dielectric materials, when brought in contact, could result in a polarized interface and can lead to generation of electric energy. This could happen either during separating or sliding of dielectric materials (Fig. 4a) . This simple mechanism known as tribo-electricity, has remained unknown, ignored, or considered an artefact for years until recently. However, this mechanism is now being explored to transform mechanical energy to electricity to drive a wide range of applications. 46, 47, 121 A large number of natural systems inherently present motions (e.g. cloth friction during running or walking, engines of a robot under rotation, etc.) and could be active source of triboelectric power for e-skin applications.
Triboelectric energy nanogenerators (TENGs) were discovered from "badly" encapsulated ZnO NWs piezoelectric energy generators, where bottom and top electrodes were allowed to slide or contact and the electrostatic induction during the process leading to generation of few volts from triboelectric effect. 37 TENGs are mainly based on low-cost, earth-abundant polymers, which are biocompatible, compatible with flexible substrates, and are environment friendly. These features are key to several e-skin applications (Fig. 4a) . Depending on the configuration and material composition, the TENGs could be result from: (i) dielectric-to-dielectric in vertical contact-separation mode, 37 (ii) metal-to-dielectric in vertical contact-separation mode, 44, 122 (iii) dielectric-on-dielectric in lateral sliding mode, 123, 124 (iv) metal-ondielectric in lateral sliding mode, 125 (v) rotation mode 126 and (vii) single electrode mode. 127 The dielectric-to-dielectric in contact mode consists of two polymers brought in contact by an external force with the charge transfer taking place at the contact area (Fig. 4a) . 37 This approach has been successfully used to fabricate TENGs with power density of 109 W/m 2 and producing energy from human actions such as shoe sliding or stepping. These TENGs have been shown to drive 600 LEDs (Fig. 4b) . 121, 122 This approach promising for powering eskin covers such as the feet of a robot or the shoes for humans.
Metal-to-dielectric in contact mode 122 allows development of 3D structures on the same flexible substrate, with multi-layered, small size (14 cm . 44 The validity of this type of TENGs has been demonstrated by attaching them onto a shoe pad to drive multiple commercial LEDs (Fig. 4c) . 44 The dielectric-ondielectric in lateral sliding mode TENGs show that the in-plane sliding of two dielectric materials can also exhibit triboelectric effect. 123 This approach has been demonstrated to generate power densities up to 5.3 W/m 2 , and used to drive hundreds of serially connected (LEDs). 123 Metal-on-dielectric lateral sliding was also been demonstrated using metallic gratings and successfully implemented by stacking up to 10 grating units (3 mm length), producing an output DC current of 0.44 mA (0.18 A/m 2 ) with an energy conversion efficiency of 8−31% (Fig. 4d-f ). This technology was also used to produce an AC output, allowing to light up continuously tens of commercial LED bulbs simultaneously (Fig.  4g) . 125 The TENGs based on rotation mode are also based on inplane charge separation like aforementioned sliding modes, with some additional advantages such as energy harvesting from rotational motions. This feature broadens the range of applications based on centric type motions, and the possibility to adjust the frequency of the rotation which directly has an effect on the TENGs output (Fig. 4h) . The disk-based TENG, rotating at 1000 rpm, has been shown to have current densities up to 29.0 mA/m 2 and maximum power densities of 1 W/m 2 . 126 While the TENGs presented above are mainly based on two electrodes, the single-electrode-based TENGs have been also demonstrated, which simplifies the engineering design for specific applications. 127 Single-electrode-based TENGs have produced sufficient energy from finger touch actions to drive tens of LEDs. In addition, they have been used as energy source in self-powering tracking system driven by a 4 × 4 matrix of the single-electrode-based TENG array. 127 Thermal energy Thermoelectric (TE) materials are a growing area of investigation since the last decade. 128 The possibility to harvest thermal energy, e.g. from heat dissipated by engines (factories, vehicles, robots, etc.) or from heat produced by humans (sport activities, thermoregulation in inner organs, etc.) and to transform it into electricity would allow to use effectively the energy available in the surrounding environment. The efficient way to scavenge energy without using fossil fuels and non-environmental friendly sources is one of the fundamental pillars for self-powered systems such as e-skin. Some examples of thermoelectric energy harvesting for eskin are discussed below.
Bulk and thin film thermoelectric materials. TE generators based on bulk and thin film materials could generate about 0.5 W/cm 3 and 4 mW/cm 3 , respectively, at temperature gradients ranging between 20 and 50 K. 129 The TE generators based on bulk and thin film materials have relatively poor efficiency (~10%) and large size, which is not compatible with flexible substrates and hinders their application as energy harvester in wearable systems. Nonetheless, we have included TE generators as potential energy harvesters for e-skin, keeping in mind that this technology needs a drastic optimization to match the e-skin requirements (flexibility, lightweight, etc.), and the performance demonstrated by the other technologies discussed in the sections 'Light energy' and 'Mechanical energy', as briefly summarized in Fig. 2 .
Conventionally, p-type Si-Ge alloys have been used as building blocks in TE cells, exhibiting ZT around 0.5 at elevated temperatures (>900 K). 130 Several new structures and materials have also been explored recently. For example, Yb 14 MnSb 11 has revealed a promising increase of both ZT (185 µV/K at 1275 K) and Seebeck's coefficient (S) (1.0 at 1275 K), 130 the latter having twice the value obtained from Si-Ge alloys. By reducing the thermal conductivity and optimizing carrier concentration in bulk materials, the above approaches have demonstrated high ZT of 1.25-at high temperatures around 900 K-and maximum S of 200 μV/K.
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Following this approach, Ba 8 Ga 16 Ge 30 alloy has been shown to have ZT of 1.35 at 900 K, and an extrapolated ZT up to 1.63 at 1100 K is predicted, with S of 45 and 300 μV/K measured at 300 and 900 K, respectively. 132 Both, p-and n-type semiconductor materials with different structures have been investigated for high-temperature TE applications. The p-type TE materials have shown promising results (e.g. p-type Bi 2 Te 3 /Sb 2 Te 3 superlattices Fig. 4 Triboelectric energy generators. a 3D schema (left) and photograph (right) of flexible TEG under bending conditions. Reprinted with permission from Fan et al. 37 Copyright © 2012 Elsevier Ltd. b 3D schema, SEM and photograph of TENG (top) and photograph of TENG powering 600 LEDs when footstep falls on the TENG (bottom). Reprinted with permission from Zhu et al. 122 Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society. c 3D schema, SEM and photograph of flexible multi-layered TENG, triggered by press from normal walking. Reprinted with permission from Bai et al. 44 Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society. d Photograph of hundreds of LEDs lighted up by a TENG and e electric circuit. f Current generated by TENG from a human hand sweeping at different speeds. g Current peaks measured at each state of two groups of LEDs during hand sweeping; inset: photographs of the experiment. h 3D schema of disk TENG with segmental structure for harvesting rotational energy, electrical characteristics, and demonstration for powering up to 60 LEDs. Reprinted with permission from Wang 46 Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society exhibiting a ZT of 2.4 at 300 K and S of 243 μV/K) compared to ntype (e.g. n-type Bi 2 Te 3 /Bi 2 Te 2.83 Se 0.17 showing a ZT below 1.4 at 300 K). 133 Chalcogenide compounds such as Cs 1−x Rb x Bi 4 Te, have also been used as TE materials for near-/mid-room-temperature applications, e.g. showing a ZT above 1.5 and a S of 100 μV/K at low temperatures around 160 K. 134 Despite excellent advances the performance of above bulk and thin film materials falls short of the requirements for wider nano-and micro-electronic systems.
Low-dimensional thermoelectric materials. From last decades, the significant advances achieved in the synthesis of high-quality nanostructures with excellent control over their properties, as well as the development of highly-controlled integration techniques, have allowed us to use micro-and nano-structures as building blocks in TE generators. For small temperature gradients (i.e. < 20 K), the nanostructures are likely to have better ZT compared to their counterpart based on the bulk and thin film materials. This makes them promising candidates as energy harvesters for self-powered wearable systems on flexible substrates. 129, 135 The NWs-based superlattices, InSb quantum-dot structures, Si NWs, single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) bundle, BiTe NWs and a GaAs NWs, are predicted to have better thermoelectric properties than bulk and thin film materials. For example, ZT values greater than 4 and 6 are predicted for 5-nm diameter PbSe/PbS and PbTe/PbSe superlattice NWs at 77 K. 136 Alternatively, tubular nanostructures such as nanotubes (NTs), have also demonstrated a great potential as TE materials. For example Bi 2 T 3 NTs have exhibit S about 160 μV/K at 300 K, 137 which is higher than those observed in Bi 2 Te 3 NWs.
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Human body heat energy scavenging. One of the most promising applications of TE micro-/nano-generators is the harvesting of energy from human body heat. 54, 139 The human body constantly generates heat from its natural metabolism, which can produces an amount of power around 100 W, 54 and ideal conversion through TE mechanism in to electricity could produce electrical powers of several milliwatts. However, the human body is not a great heat generator, as only a small part that heat energy could be scavenged (about 3-5 mW/cm 2 indoor ambient), 140 and major part is rejected in form of water vapour to the ambient or irradiated as infrared radiation. An e-skin with conventional thermopiles (Fig. 5a, left) TEGs or more advanced TE micro-/ nano-materials (Fig. 5a, right) , covering the human body, could be a futuristic system self-powered by the body heat. For example, if an analog watch (Fig. 5b) or a tactile e-skin consume powers in the range of nanowatts, 1 the TE technology can be sufficient. It has been demonstrated that a TE generator placed at the right location on the human body, can produce approximately 10-30 μW/cm 2 of electrical power-in moderate climate-for 24 h. For example, as a practical demonstration of body-powered medical devices, a wireless pulse oximeter based on SpO 2 sensors, successfully fabricated and tested in people (Fig. 5b) . 141 This battery-free device used a small supercapacitor (22 mF) as a charge storage element for buffering the radio transmission bursts. In addition, there are some alternative theoretical studies, simulating the temperature difference between core body temperature and the ambient air (Fig. 5c) , or modelling the parasitic resistances impacting the TE device performance (Fig.  5d) . 41 Additionally, TE generators have been combined with PV cells to obtain wearable devices capable of harvesting energy from ambient light as well as the body heat. 142 For example, a TE energy harvester consisting of many thermocouples connected in series have been used to generate electricity from gradients of temperature observed along the human body, including head (Fig. 5e) and chest (Fig. 5f ). This hybrid technology has been validated for self-powered electroencephalography (EEG). 54 The reduction of the size of thermoelectric generators down to the micro-or even nano-scale is expected to reduce significantly the total weight of the energy harvester, which aligns with the requirements of e-skin. For example, Si microwires have been fabricated following the architecture detailed in Fig. 5g , h, exhibiting a strong thermoelectric effect with very low device weight. 36 A maximum of 9.3 mV open-circuit voltage was recorded from the flexible micro thermoelectric generator prototype, with a temperature difference of 54°C at two ends of the wires (Fig. 5g) . The high bendability of this technology allows the development of rolls (Fig. 5g) to increase significantly the compactness and energy output of the resulting device. Similar approaches have been followed to develop other solutions by connecting TE energy generators in series (Fig. 5i, j) , forming large-area arrays of generators (Fig. 5k) to increase the overall energy generated by the resulting device. 142 Since this technology is based on microand nano-structures the scalability of the process is not expected to hinder significantly the portability (e.g. total weight will still be acceptable) of the resulting technology.
Chemical energy In addition to thermal and mechanical energies generated by a body (human, animal, robotic, etc.), there is also the chemical energy, which has not attracted much attention so far as potential energy source for powering an e-skin. Nonetheless, the recent advances in biofuel cells (BFC) make it possible to harvest energy from human body fluids such as saliva, urine, sweet, blood, etc. through electrochemical mechanisms. 32, [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] Briefly, the working mechanism of the BFCs is based on biocatalytic redox enzymes reactions to convert chemical energy into electricity. The BFCs are classified based on their biochemical reactions and the nature of the electrodes. 148 The microbial and enzymatic-based BFCs have exhibited record values of performance (micro-BFC: 10-24 μW/cm 2 ; 32 enzymatic BFC: 32 μW/cm 2 ). 33 Microbial BFCs use living cells to catalyse the oxidation of the fuel, whereas enzymatic BFCs employ enzymes for this purpose. The advantage of microbial BFCs is that they typically have long lifetimes (up to 5 years). However, microbial BFCs are limited by low-power densities, owing to slow transport across cellular membranes. By contrast, enzymatic BFCs typically possess orders of magnitude higher power densities (although still lower than conventional fuel cells) but can only partially oxidize the fuel and have limited lifetimes (typically 7-10 days) owing to the fragile nature of the enzyme.
Recently, many hybrid approaches have emerged for BFCs, showing better performance with higher power densities up to the range of mW/cm 2 , making this technology attractive for powering e-skin devices in the future. In most of the aforementioned hybrid technologies, BFCs are based on blood glucose as a fuel, which requires the implantation of the BFCs in the body. 149, 150 Nonetheless, non-invasive epidermal BFCs based on temporary transfer tattoos (tBFCs) have been also reported ( Fig.  6a ) with high power densities ranging from 5 to 70 mW/cm 2 .
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These non-invasive tBFC, tested under different stress and strain during body movement, use lactate as the biofuel particularly during human perspiration when lactate is abundant (Fig. 6b) . tBFCs have generated power densities up to μW/cm 2 from cyclic movements (Fig. 6c) , demonstrating their applicability to biomedical devices such wearable sweat monitoring sensors. 151 However, for operating the electronics circuits in wearable system much higher power densities are required. In this regard, the advances achieved in printing technologies such as screen printing, have allowed to further improve the performance of BFC electrodes on cloth (Fig. 6a, b) . 152 These BFCs fabricated on cloth effectively employ sweat lactate as the biofuel and use it with a customized printed circuit board prototype for the conversion, conditioning and temporary storage of extracted energy (Fig. 6c) . In this configuration, the electricity is generated by the oxidation reaction due to sweat lactate at the bioanode and oxygen reduction at the cathode. The cloth BFC generate power densities up to 100 mW/cm 2 at 0.34 V during in vitro experimentation and their use has been demonstrated for onboard DC/DC converter and for direct powering of LED or a digital watch. 152 With these recent advances the chemical energy could become a competitive source reaching energy values needed to power nano-and micro-electronic devices distributed in the e-skin (as schematically described in the inset of Fig. 6a) .
In e-skin applications, the use of soft and stretchable electronics is common because it improves the conformability. BFCs have also demonstrated great applicability as they meet such requirements due to their biocompatibility, flexibility/stretchability, and scalability towards high-power-density generation, compatibility to soft substrate to minimize the impact on skin irritation and wearers comfort. 153, 154 For such wearable systems, an alternative approach consisting of a layered flexible biofuel based on biobattery with bioanode fabrics for fructose oxidation, hydrogel sheets containing fructose as fuel, and O 2 -diffusion biocathode fabrics, has also been reported with maximum power of 0.64 mW at 1.21 V. 155 High energy density and stretchability are the key challenges for this type of biofuels. Highly stretchable textile BFCs have been fabricated by screen printing of stretchable inks with CNT and Ag 2 O/Ag electrodes, exhibiting stable power outputs after 100 cycles of 100% stretching. 156 The fabricated BFCs produces power densities of 160 and 250 mW/cm 2 with singleenzyme and membrane-free configurations, respectively, and potential application for self-powered biosensors. In this regard, stretchability feature is currently a matter of intensive investigations in BFCs due to the possibility to complement other 41 Copyright © 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry. Wearable and wireless energy source-based module, consisting of a thermoelectric energy generator and a PV cell, harvesting energy from human e head and f body. Reprinted with permission from Leonov et al. 54 Copyright © 2009, AIP Publishing. g 3D schema of a flexible TE based on Si microwires with tremendous potential for high compact rolled structures (h). 36 i 3D schema and j SEM image of three thermocouples, and k an optical micrograph cross-section, showing their bonding. Reprinted with permission from Su et al. 142 Copyright © 2009, Elsevier technologies such as energy storage devices and sensors currently fabricated on stretchable substrates.
TOWARDS CONTINUOUS ENERGY SUPPLY: TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENERGY STORAGE AND WIRELESS CHARGING
While the efficient harvesting and management of renewable energy sources available in the environment (see the section 'Sources of electrical energy'), are key to the development of selfpowered systems (see the section 'Self-powered e-skin'), ensuring the continuous supply of energy is also important. To this end, the e-skin should also have suitable scheme for energy storage and among various solutions available today the flexible batteries and supercapacitors are the most promising as summarized in Fig. 7a . The integration of both energy harvesting and storage technologies forming a self-powered pack (SPP), is currently an intensive subject of investigation due to its tremendous potential for wearable systems.
One of the main drawbacks of the current portable energy storage technology for e-skin and wearable systems is the high dependence on bulky wires for energy transfer, which hinders the portability and autonomy. The wearable systems including sensors for health monitoring electronic patches, and e-skin for robots and artificial limbs, require a drastic reduction of wires density (and size), or even the development of a wireless energy transfer technology. Electric vehicles, robots, or artificial limbs are good examples of applications that would strongly benefit by flexible and low-weight energy storage and wireless energy transfer technologies. Some of these are discussed below. Supercapacitors Supercapacitors (SCs) have emerged as a promising energy storage alternative to the conventional Li-batteries (LiB), mainly due to properties such as high energy density (17.6 Wh/kg), power density (98 kW/kg), specific capacitance (790 F/g), volumetric capacitance (205.4 F/cm 3 ), lightweight (10 mg), 157 flexibility Fig. 6 Chemical energy generators. a Photograph of a UC-inspired tBFC integrated on the deltoid of a volunteer. b Schematic illustration of epidermal tBFC. c Real-time power density profiles obtained during (I) low, and (II) high intensity fitness levels. Reprinted with permission from Jia et al. 151 Copyright © 2009, Elsevier. d Photograph of a wearable textile BFCs fabricated on cloth with the shape of a headbands/wristbands; inset: human like dummy wearing the tBFC-based headbands/wristbands. e 3D schema of a textile BFC including a bioanode for lactate oxidation and cathode for oxygen reduction. f A customized printed circuit board prototype for the conversion, conditioning and temporary storage of extracted energy. Reprinted with permission from Jia et al. 152 Copyright © 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry (capacitance change <1% under bending angles of 180°) (Fig. 7b,  c) , 158 cyclic stability (98.3% capacitance retention after 5000 charge/discharge cycles) 159 and stretchability (~30%) (Fig. 7d) . 160 State-of-art SCs are generally made of conductive polymers (Fig.  7e) , 161 metal oxides nanostructures, 158 carbon-based materials (carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene), 159, 160 or hybrid combination of these materials. 157, 162 In addition to their excellent energy storage capacity, the SCs are also exceptional because of their quick energy delivery (charging/discharging rates~50 V/ s). 162 This is an attractive feature as in addition to enabling continuous operation of e-skin, the SCs could also allow provide energy to operate actuators in artificial limbs in prosthesis and robotics. Further, the fabrication of SCs on non-conventional substrates such as clothes, glove, woven and fabric materials, make them a promising candidate for application such as wearable systems or e-skin for fashion industry. In this regard, the fabrication of flexible SCs has been demonstrated by integrating electrochemically active materials such as metal oxides and conducting polymers with flexible fibres made of graphene, carbon, metal and plastic. 163, 164 Wearable batteries Conventional batteries present drawbacks such as lack of flexibility/stretchability, bulkiness, heavy weight and generation of heat, which have encouraged researchers to investigate alternative energy storage devices such SCs described in previous section. However, due to significantly higher energy density than the state-of-art SCs (e.g. LiCoO 2 // Graphite: 387 Wh/kg, RNa 2 Fe 2 (CN) // Cu: 336 Wh/kg, LiMn 2 O 4 // Graphite: 300 Wh/ kg), 165 there is still a strong belief that next generation of batteries with flexible and stretchable form factors is possible. Fig. 7 Energy storage devices. a Comparison between batteries and SC technologies performance. b 3D schema of wire-shaped SCs. c Flexible wire-shaped SC characterized under different bending conditions. Reprinted with permission from Guo et al. 158 Copyright © 2016, John Wiley and Sons. d Photograph (left) and 3D schema (right) of CNT-based stretchable SC. Reprinted with permission from Meng et al. 161 Copyright © 2010, American Chemical Society. e 3D schema and photograph (inset) of a flexible SC packaged using plastic tube. Reprinted with permission from Fu et al. 164 Copyright © 2012, John Wiley and Sons. f 3D schema and g SEM image of woven battery electrode yarns, consisting of multiple strands coated by Ni and battery composite. Inset: a cross-sectional SEM image of the Ni-coated textile. h 2D schema of the PU molecular structure, highlighting hard and soft domains in PU. Reprinted with permissions from Lee et al. 166 Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society Accordingly, the strategies that are being followed today include using new materials and configurations of the battery components, i.e. current collector, binder and separator, and their role into the mechanical endurance of the battery electrodes, to preserve or enhance the resulting energy storage capacity. For example, a battery consisting of a current collector made of Nicoated polyester yarn, and binder and separator made of polyurethane (PU) has shown a great enhancement of the electrode mechanical strength, also exhibiting good flexibility (Fig. 7f, g ). 166 The PU separator consists of hard and soft domains (Fig. 7h) that prove mechanical strength and flexibility, respectively, to the overall structure of the battery, which are desirable features for its use in the wearable systems. In addition, the PU separators have also demonstrated a significant enhancement of the ionic exchange for the electronic reaction, benefiting the energy storage mechanism. PU also exhibits a superior resistance against thermal shrinkage at high temperatures, which expands further the thermal breakage window of the battery.
The use of CNTs has also been probed for flexible batteries. For example, CNTs-based thin films have been utilized either as current collector with plain paper as a separator (108 mAh/g), 167 or in hybrid electrodes consisting of ultra-long CNTs and V 2 O 5 NWs (169 mAh/g), 168 or in LiMnTiO 4 /MWCNT-based electrodes (161 mAh/g), 169 and in sodium 1,4-dioxonaphthalene-2-sulfonate and MWNTs electrodes (155 mAh/g). 170 The conventional LiBs do not offer good alternative to above solutions for continuous powering of e-skin as, in addition to the mechanical rigidity, they use toxic and/or environment unfriendly electrolytes, which drastically hinder their practical applicability in wearable systems. A common issue observed in LiBs is related to the uncontrolled growth of dendritic Li on the anode surface during the over-charge process, causing the undesired both the short-circuiting of battery electrodes, and the generation of heat. To overcome these drawbacks, more stable materials such as Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 (LTO) and LiMn 2 O 4 (LMO), 171 have been investigated as they exhibit minor volume changes under several charging/ discharging cycles. LiBs have also been made from LTO and LMO nanoparticles integrated into two aligned MWCNT yarns, which act as anode and cathode. 171 The fabricated wire-shaped LiBs exhibit energy densities of 27 Wh/kg (17.7 mWh/cm 3 ), power densities of 880 W/kg (0.56 W/cm 3 ), and 97% of capacity retention after 1000 bending cycles.
Recently, Zn-air batteries (ZAB) have emerged as a potential environmental friendly alternative of LiBs, mainly due to their high theoretical energy densities (1084 Wh/kg) 172 which are about an order of magnitude higher than LiBs. Flexible fibre-shaped ZAB knitted into clothes and textiles have been successfully reported to exhibit energy densities of around 649 mWh/g. 173 The connection of three fibre-shaped ZABs knitted in series holds a potential of 3.59 V which is sufficient for powering micro-and nano-devices.
Future advances in the e-skin will focus on the complex integration of active/passive components such as sensors, actuators, diodes, transistors, integrated circuits on stretchable substrates. In this scenario, the conformability of the e-skin constituents will be crucial for their applicability as artificial skin in a wide range of applications. In spite of the extensive efforts to advance stretchable electronics, there is still no great solutions for integrating durable/stable energy storage devices on stretchable substrates. In this regard, the works on dry gel cells based on arrays of batteries embedded in a single elastomer matrix could be interesting direction. These batteries have been demonstrated to withstand stretch ratio up to 100% before failure, delivering open-circuit voltage close to 1.5 V and short-circuit currents up to 30 mA. In addition, these dry gel cells have shown lifetimes above 1000 h and high capacities of 3.5 mAh/cm 2 . 174 The experimental process employed to fabricate these cells are compatible with rollto-roll techniques, which makes this technology promising for the low-cost production of self-powered stretchable systems.
Wireless energy transfer For future advances in the field of self-powered systems, there is a growing interest on wireless power transfer (WPT) technologies, 175 to allow the wireless charging of energy storage devices and also the wireless use of the stored energy by wearable electronics such as multi-sensing devices in e-skin. The magnetic resonate coupling and near-field inductive technologies, also known as near-field communication (NFC), are the two key approaches for WPT. 176 The excellent progress achieved in the field is evident from the WPTbased low-cost and portable modules already available in the market and the growing number of intellectual properties. 177 However, much progress is required, especially to design high energy density devices for implantable applications and for high transfer efficiency. 176 The possibility of charging batteries or SCs through WPT technologies will have tremendous advantage for portable and autonomous systems in a broad number of applications and high commerciality in the market of near-future wearable systems.
Recently, some works have been reported in the area of wireless energy transfer, including SCs directly charged through WPT technologies. For example, nerve simulator applications consisting of a SC with an energy of 860 mJ and a maximum capacitance of 0.2 F, which can be quickly (<2 min) and fully charged through a WPT, and then continuously utilized for 33 h (when connecting micro-and nano-devices loads). 178 Furthermore, a wearable textile antenna has exhibited reasonable good performance in WPT through magnetic resonance mechanism. 179 With four planar spiral coils embroidered with conductive threads, this WPT system could transfer a total power of 12.75 mW with an amplitude of 5.51 dB along a large distance of 15 cm. Nowadays, WPT technology is moving towards the development of highperformance systems with great transfer efficiency and along longer energy transfer distances. In this scenario, much progress will be required in WPT research area, especially in designing architectures (e.g. discovering new materials), high energy density energy storage devices for implantable applications. 180 Great efforts have been dedicated on the optimization of WPT. Accordingly, NFC technologies has emerged as a promising alternative to achieve the effective transfer of power, e.g. between the energy harvester and energy storage device (charging) 181 or between the energy storage device and the e-skin active and passive elements (powering). Both impedance and resonant frequency characteristic of NFC power transfer systems have been investigated to improve the coupling distance resulting in the minor loss of power. 182 As examples of achievements in the field, WPT based on NFC have been successfully utilized in both bio-implantable chips 183 and electric vehicles. 184 These achievements are promising for the self-powered e-skin applications covered in this work, where distance between different elements distributed/stacked along the structure of the e-skin (sensors, harvesters, storage devices, etc.) are in the typical range of NFC technology.
Wireless powering of sensors is currently an intensive matter of investigation. 31 The current advances related to the design and development of sensors on non-conventional flexible/stretchable substrates, have opened promising alternatives to distribute more number of thin, soft and skin-like sensors along human or robotic body. [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] The distribution of these sensors along either robotic or human bodies would a continuous measurement of interactions of robot with the environment (touch sensors, proximity sensors, etc.) or spatiotemporal mapping of physiological health of humans-the latter being relevant for healthcare (electrochemical sensors, temperature sensors, etc.). However, the greater number of skin-like sensors distributed along the body, the more challenging it becomes to deliver the required power. In order to overcome this challenge, new materials and designs are being studied theoretically and experimentally to reduce the total power consumption of sensors and to allow the wireless delivery of power to acquire sensors data. These investigations have focused on the development of free-battery autonomous multi-sensing eskin (i.e. network of electronic devices sensitive to different stimulus in the environment) 31, 190 covering a human body with low-power pressure and temperature sensors (total of 65 sensors distributed along the subject body). The skin is capable of monitoring wirelessly the local pressure and temperature of human subjects sleeping in a hospital bed. Multiple large-scale loop antennas interfaced to radio-frequency (RF) power delivery and data acquisition electronics allow multiplexed operation with a range of tens of centimetres. Output of these sensors were compared with computational modelling, offering a spatiotemporal mapping of physiological processes. Such energyautonomous sensing e-skin could reduce the nursing labour required in a hospital and allow monitoring of multiple patients without the need of expensive beds or complex instrumentation.
SELF-POWERED E-SKIN
An e-skin consists of multiple sensors (pressure, temperature, chemical, electrochemical, etc.) distributed either along the same surface (Fig. 1a) or stacked as shown in Fig. 1b . With various sensors spread over a large area, mimicking some of the features of human skin, the e-skin could bestow robots and prostheses with sense of touch. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] This is particularly relevant for the suitability of robots to carry out delicate tasks, e.g. taking care of elderly, rescue actions in catastrophe zones, high precision operations in space expeditions, etc. The lack of touch or poor sensitivity of current sensing technology used in robots, make the e-skin an important matter of investigation. Moreover, the e-skin can also act as a 'second skin' in humans, 6 i.e. sticking onto the body surface, with sensors augmenting the natural sensory capacity by measuring various body parameters (e.g. blood pressure, body temperature, heartbeat etc.) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] or ambient parameters (e.g. gases, chemical, materials, radiation, etc.). [14] [15] [16] The e-skin also require integration of large number of sensing/ electronic components on flexible and conformal surfaces, 11, 17 as evident from the growing trend of high density of sensors in medical patches, 9,18-24 active-matrix for touch screens 25 and tactile sensitive artificial skins for robots/prosthesis. 1, 8 In the particular field of medical care, e-skin can be also considered as a potential platform to carry out not only health monitoring (instant diagnosis) 191, 192 but also in situ health treatments at specific parts along the human body (controlled self-medication). Moreover, the possibility to coat, e.g. a surgery tool with a e-skin would allow the surgeon to get a complete feedback from the patient tissue during the operation. 193 In this section, we have compiled the most relevant works, reporting the successful integration of both energy harvesting and storing technologies, forming a hybrid system capable to supply continuous energy to power nano-and micro-devices. The main building block of this hybrid technology, named above as SPP, broadens the variety of functionalities of wearable applications such as e-skin. This section presents some examples of SPP based on light, mechanical and thermal energies, probing the successful and continuous powering of various wearable applications.
Flexible touch sensors 194 and e-skin 1 have been monolithically integrated on a PV cell, resulting in a tactile sensitive system selfpowered by sunlight. In 2017, we reported a self-powered transparent, flexible and tactile e-skin for a robotic hand.
1 A transparent and flexible e-skin was fabricated by integrating single-layer graphene capacitive-based touch sensors (Fig. 8a, b) on top of a flexible and transparent substrate. Resulting touch sensors showing high sensitivity (4.3 kPa −1 ) to a wide range of pressures (0.11-80 kPa), were coated by a PDMS protective layer, preserving above features over thousands of bending and touching test, as well as, along years of characterization and use (Fig. 8c, d) . One of the key features of the fabricated e-skin relied on its great transparency, i.e. a sunlight absorption below 5%, which allowed the effective energy harvesting of light energy by a PV cell underneath the e-skin (Fig. 8e) . The power consumption of the e-skin was estimated in the range of mW/m 2 . Correlating to the energy produced by the PV technology recorded in Table 1 , one can understand that state-of-art PV technology developed in both rigid and flexible substrates, producing energies ranging between 10 and 500 W/m 2 , is suitable to power a tactile e-skin for robotics and prosthesis applications. In our work, we used a flexible a-Si-based PV cell with an output power density of 192 W/ m 2 , which is above three orders of magnitudes the energy required to power the graphene tactile e-skin. In this scenario, the response obtained from the e-skin was successfully used as tactile feedback in an artificial hand (Fig. 8f) , allowing the manipulation of rigid and soft objects with different shapes (Fig. 8g) . 1 A similar approach followed recently uses touch sensors based on piezoelectronics metal oxide microstructures, self-powered by a perovskite PV cell. 194 Although, the scalability of the approach is not probed so far, the continuous energy autonomy of the touch sensors was demonstrated for periods of time up to 72 h, making the approach promising for future self-powered e-skin.
One of the main drawbacks of PV cells in SPPs is that their applicability as continuous energy source for e-skin is hindered by periodic absence of sunlight. To overcome this issue, the excess of energy harvested by the PV cell during day time, could be accumulated in the energy storage devices (see the section 'Towards continuous energy supply: technologies for energy storage and wireless charging') for later use, e.g. during night time or poor illumination environments. This will allow in the nearfuture a fully self-powered e-skin for robots and prosthesis using PV technology. Accordingly, the research such as an SPP consisting of a textile-based battery and a flexible solar cell fabricated on a plastic substrate (Fig. 9a-c) is relevant and useful. The energy storage capacity in this case is 13 mAh and a output current density is ∼10 mA/cm 2 (at a voltage of 0.4 V, and under simulated AM 1.5G illumination at 100 mW/cm 2 ). 166 The SPP was used to light up nine LEDs with a power consumption of 42 mW. This type of hybrid technology is useful for e-skin where sensors require powers in the range of nW-μW. A similar approach, presenting a SPP consisting of a flexible perovskite-based PV cell and a SC (Fig. 9d) , exhibited an effective energy generation which was stored in SC with operational efficiency of 1.15 mWh/cm 3 and a power density of 243 mW/cm 3 . The SPP was fabricated on a lightweight fabric woven, benefiting its easy integration in a military uniform for powering wearable devices (Fig. 9e) . 56 The combination of a-Si PV cell and LiB also exhibit a great potential to power high energy consumption devices (~mW). 195 This SPP enabled charging of LiB (up to 4.2 V) using the a-Si PV cell under 1 sun illumination and discharged to 3.6 V at a rate of 20 mA. In addition, the SPP displays energy density of 6.98 mWh/ cm 2 and demonstrates capacity retention of 90% at 3C discharge rate and~99% under 100 charge/discharge cycles and 600 cycles of mechanical bending. The resulting SPP prototype is utilized in different wearable systems, including fashion electronics (Fig. 9f) , food quality control (Fig. 9g) and human health monitoring (Fig.  9h, i) .
Mechanical energy based on generators such as triboelectric or piezoelectric nanogenerators, namely here TENG 196 and PZNG, 197, 198 have also been combined with energy storage technologies forming functional SPPs for different wearable applications. For example, flexible TENGs (Fig. 10a ) with capability to generate powers up to around 0.18 μW/cm 2 from a mechanical source vibrating at 15 Hz were used with SCs based on CF/CNT/ RuO 2 electrodes (capacity 87.9 mF/cm 2 at 1 mA/cm 2 ) and finally Fig. 8 Touch sensitive e-skin powered by light energy. a Photograph and b 3D schema of a flexible graphene capacitive touch sensor. c Dynamic and d static bending characterization of sensors. e 3D schema of self-powered e-skin structure. f e-skin integrated onto a robotic hand. g Self-powered e-skin used as tactile feedback for a robotic hand. h Touch sensor response vs. applied pressure. i Schema of the characterization setup. j Response from e-skin integrated on a robotic limb (error bars correspond to a series of 10 devices tested up to five times under the same conditions). Reprinted with permission from García Núñez et al. 1 Copyright © 2017, John Wiley and Sons utilized to light up an LED (Fig. 10b) . 196 The developed unit called self-charging micro-supercapacitor power unit (SCMPU) was inserted in the insole of a shoe, allowing to light up continuously LED during a daily human walking (Fig. 10c) . Moreover, TENG and SC-based SPPs have been fabricated on a conductive carbon fabric to improve the wearability. 199 The TENG generated 33 V and 0.25 μA at a frequency of 1.5 Hz, producing a power of around 0.18 μW/cm 2 , which was stored in a SC based on CF/CNT/RuO 2 electrode with a capacity of 87.9 mF/cm 2 at 1 mA/cm 2 ( Fig. 10d,  top) . The frequency of various human actions (i.e. walking, running, stretching, etc.) was demonstrated to produce different charge accumulations in the SPP, i.e. these actions produced electricity exhibiting a proportional relationship within a speed of motion (Fig. 10d, bottom) . This interesting feature allows the device to function as a wearable self-powered human activity monitor (Fig. 10e) . With suitable material structure, design and fabrication processes on electrostatic generation, the performance of storage and its application can be further improved.
In case of PZNGs, different approaches, including materials and structures, have been studied for SPP. For example, CuO/PVDFbased nano-array piezo-electrodes have demonstrated the generation of a great internal piezo-electrochemical potential, which was combined with a LiB to result in a SPP. 197 The resulting SPP presented a storing capacity of 0.0247 μAh and an energy capacity of 6.12 μJ, by means of applying a force around 18 N with a frequency of 1 Hz.
Furthermore, SC and PZNG have been successfully combined in a SPP, 198 which consists a self-powered electrokinetic SC for mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion. Here, the SC was made with a CNT-coated Ti-mesh active electrodes and anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) nano-channels as a separator membrane (Fig. 10f) . The characterization of the SPP showed that under pressure of about 2.5 bar, through the electrokinetic effect in AAO nano-channels, a charge density up to 0.4 mC/cm 2 was stored in the SC. These SPPs presented high scalability as demonstrated by the effective fabrication of a prototype consisting of a 3 × 3 integrated system, in which the device and electrolyte are sealed in an organic glass tube by two movable rubber plugs (Fig. 10g) . The integrated devices exhibited an electrochemical potential window of 3.6 V and a great capacitive performance (Fig. 4b) . In addition, the use of an 8 kg load on top of the SPP, fully charged the SC of the SPP within 5 min, being 40 μJ the maximum energy released charged from the SPP during the discharging of that SC.
KEY CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS FOR FUTURE SELF-POWERED E-SKIN
It is clear from discussion in previous sections that the e-skin could strongly benefit from the latest advances in the field of energy 56 Copyright © 2016, Springer Nature. Photographs of a flexible SPP consisting of a flexible PV cell and a LiB wrapped on a f bag and g a travel mug. h 3D schema and i working principle of a pulse oximeter powered by a SPP. Reprinted with permission from Ostfeld et al. 195 Copyright © 2016, Springer Nature (e.g. stretchable PV cells, 28 high capacity supercapacitors, 30 wireless power transfer, 180 etc.). Several challenges need to be overcome to realise the full potential offered by these advances and to obtain a high-performance energy-autonomous e-skin. These relate to: (i) tailoring mechanical properties, 6, 10 (ii) integration of various technologies resulting in a hybrid system, 166, 170 (iii) device architecture 200 and packaging, 1 (iv) efficiency and capacity of energy storage technology, 30 (v) low-power electronics to ensure positive energy budget, 8, 201 (vi) lightweight and cost, 30, 166 (vii) new compatible ways to harvest energy, 122 or new sources available in the environment, 44, 202 and (viii) the secure transmission of sensor data and energy through wireless protocols (IoT). 203 The next generation of e-skin pursues the development of micro-and nano-sensors and electronics on soft and polymeric materials to improve the mechanical properties such as stretchability and lightweight. This technology is known as softrobotics, 57, 204 and comprises 3D printing of artificial limbs with e-skin covering/embedded along its surface, and for this reason is nowadays considered one of the most promising lines of investigation.
The integration of different technologies, i.e. compatibility of hybrid systems, is still a matter of intensive investigation. Different thermal expansion coefficient, or chemical stabilities under different processing environments, are some of the hurdles in the way of achieving hybrid integration in e-skin. These drawbacks could be overcome with materials presenting multi-functionalities. For example, graphene has been used as electronic layer, temperature sensor and pressure sensor, all integrated on the same flexible substrate, reducing the incompatibility of each functional layer. 205 The fabrication of next generation of e-skin involves the design of new architectures to ensure an reliable interaction using e-skin, e.g. a robot wearing a e-skin grabbing and moving an object. 1 Once the 2D technology reaches the limit of minimum device size and device-to-device distance, the 3D stacking of multi-functional layers is expected to be the next generation of e-skin and wearable systems 57, 206 to add more components and to use material properties such as optical transparency or semitransparency.
Several works on e-skin 50 have focused on increasing the device density per unit area by reducing the size of the electronic components (sensors, transistors, diodes, etc.) and developing new approaches to improve their integration over largeareas. 39, 188, 207, 208 In the initial phase of e-skin development the use of low-power electronics was a matter of intensive investigation. However, nowadays the research revolves around new energy sources and energy harvesting and storage strategies to power already existing low-power micro/nano-devices (sensors, transistors, diodes, etc.) to realise a self-powered e-skin. 44, 124, 202 or high capacity flexible supercapacitors 30, 161, 164 ) further investigations will be needed in terms of features such as lightweight, low cost, biocompatibility, low-toxicity, durability and stability in hazardous environments. The compatibility of these latest technologies with each other will be crucial for realising hybrid energy systems to exploit two or more harvesting mechanisms simultaneously. For example, stacking of graphene-based transparent e-skin on top of a flexible PV cell requires the compatibility in terms of process parameters, and fabrication steps etc. Likewise, integration of sensors on textile-based stretchable PV cells will be advantageous for wearable self-powered applications. In the field of PV cells, the most promising approaches that are being explored are PV cells based on quantum dots 210 and perovskite materials. 65, 89 With respect to the technologies based on mechanical energy harvesting, tribo-electricity has opened new lines of investigation offering higher efficiencies than those obtained by conventional piezoelectric generators. 44, 45, 122 In this regard, triboelectric generators have demonstrated the potential to harvest that energy that was wasted (wind, water, human body motions, etc.). 121, 127 The tremendous advances achieved in nano-fabrication technologies allows nowadays to expect a significant reduction in the size of components (e.g. energy harvesters, 210 energy storage devices 30 and electronic components 8 ) that are needed in the eskin. The integration of these components over large areas is challenging especially due to materials have different fabrication processing requirements. Often thermal budget issue hinders the direct integration of these components on flexible substrates. Further, compared to the conventional technology developed on Si wafers, the high surface roughness and porosity of flexible and stretchable substrates typically used in e-skin applications, 5, 6, 16, 50, 57, 211 hinder the improvement of the component density per unit area. In this regard, there is a growing research on assembly techniques that allow effective transferring and positioning of micro-and nano-components (sensors, capacitors, transistors, lasers) at specific places along a receiver substrate. 14, 36, [212] [213] [214] [215] This approach is promising because it prevents the direct synthesis of high crystal quality materials on flexible/ stretchable substrates, which is one of the main limitations of this kind of non-conventional materials.
In the particular case of wearable systems, biocompatibility will require further investigations. Currently, majority of the high energy density SCs are based on environment unfriendly materials. Nanostructured materials used in stretchable or flexible SCs cause several challenges such as low life cycle, lack of stability in high current densities, low energy density, etc. Engineering in activated carbon-biocompatible metal oxide composite with high electro active surface area, ion exchange conductivity and high hydrophilicity will further enhance the energy storage performance of future SCs. The development of such systems in textile or fibre-based substrate will be advantage for the wearable system. In addition to this, the majority of hybrid self-powered systems have energy storage and generators as two separate components. Further advances are required to develop in-built energy storage and generators on single devices.
Another important area of investigation that will foster the rapid evolution of future e-skin is the wireless power transmission (WPT) technology. WPT is expected to create a huge impact on both, conventional Li-ion batteries and SCs, allowing the charging of above energy storage technologies while preventing the utilization of any bulky wire and complex interfaces. WPT is currently being investigated in fields such as medicine (biomedical implants 176 ) and automation (e.g. Faraday institute for replacing fuel by batteries in UK vehicles 216 ) where the wireless charging of batteries (or future SCs) will be a breakthrough achievement compare to the current state-of-the-art technology. WPT has also attracted significant attention in the field of wearable selfpowered systems, and particularly in e-skin applications, where some preliminary results have demonstrated promising results. 217 However, drawbacks such as low distance range of the energy transfer, screening effects in the environment, or slow charging rates, make WPT still a technology that requires further investigations.
Near-future e-skin will need the hybrid integration of above technologies, e.g. by combining PV and tactile sensors, 1 powering pH sensors by a portable energy pack consisting of a PV cell and a SC, 9, 30 or integrating thermoelectric generators to harvest thermal energy from a human body and to power multi-sensors distributed along an e-skin. 54 These are representative examples where the integration of different technologies has not been possible so far due to several reasons including non-compatibility because of the toxicity/reactions of different materials, substrate constraints, fabrication temperature limits, mechanical stress under bending conditions, etc. In this regard, integration technologies and specially 3D integrated circuit (IC) approach, comprising layer-by-layer printing, 7, 212, 218 flip-chip bonding, rollto-roll (R2R) printing 215, 219 could offer the solutions.
DISCUSSION
This review analyses the most promising energy harvesting and storage technologies to highlight the development of a compact energy system for energy-autonomous e-skin. The in-depth discussion on various energy sources (e.g. sunlight, mechanical, thermal, and chemical) and storage methods (batteries, supercapacitors, etc.), as well as, energy transfer through wireless technologies, highlights suitable options for continuous operation of multiple electronic devices and sensors distributed along the eskin. As explained in this review, the use of hybrid energy systems made from the combination of two or more energy-harvesting mechanisms, will result in a new advanced technology capable to work continuously with stability, even during the short absence of some of energy sources. Advanced new materials and structures leading to higher power conversion efficiencies from light, mechanical, thermal, and chemical energy sources to electricity, are likely to appear next, which will allow reduction of cost, size and weight of next generation of energy harvesters. In this scenario, both organic and inorganic materials with the shape of nanostructures are promising candidates for the development of near-future PVs, piezoelectronics, triboelectronics, thermoelectric generators, etc. Some of the above energy-harvesting technologies, which were covered in this review, have already reached the market, and have been successfully developed on flexible/stretchable and lightweight substrates. 28, 37, 41, 102 This new technology will offer an excellent opportunity for the development of self-powered systems, e.g. for e-skin, wearable patches, smart-devices, etc. for different applications (robotics, human health monitoring, environmental monitoring, etc.). Apart from above energy sources, tremendous potential lies in the field of biofuels to power e-skin used for human health monitoring.
These new technologies combined with a rapid development in the field of energy storage devices such as supercapacitors or ultracapacitors combined with progresses in the field of wireless energy transmission, will produce a significant growth in the field of self-powered systems. Especially for e-skin applications, where the energy requirements of distributed sensing/electronic components are in the range of hundreds of nanowatts. Finally, the integration of energy systems (i.e. harvester, storage, and transmitter) with e-skin will allow continuous powering of various components, thus improving the user acceptability of this interesting technology.
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